
  

 

THE FINEST VILLA COLLECTION IN

COSTA SMERALDA AND THE

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

   

Villa Starlight

Porto Cervo

Guests: 12-14

Bedroom: 6+1

Services Included

Luxury accommodation on your chosen dates

Daily cleaning (Sundays off)

Luxury bath products

Linen and pool towels

Concierge service

Services that can be arranged

24 hour in-resort transport

4x4 Luxury SUV or vehicle

Airport transfers from your residence

Almost anything you can wish for

Daily cleaning and change of linen

Security Services

Helicopter transfers from the airport

House wine and non-alcoholic beverages

In-resort transport with chauffeur

Yacht Charter

Number of Bedrooms: 6+1
Guests: 12-14
Starting price: upon request

Style, Design and Luxury Like a precious gem, the Villa is set in the ancient granitic rocks typical of this region, in

the panoramic position on the hill , not far from Porto Cervo, Costa Smeralda's main centre with an incredible 270°

view on the Maddalena Islands and Corsica. This hill is hosting a secured private villa complex, consisting of eleven

beautiful villas, in whose construction has prevailed the respect for the environment and the desire to combine the

beauty of the landscape and the architecture. Design and tradition, refined elegance and reminders of the past

come together in the style of this property: an enchanting, charming and modern building, surrounded by colourful

plants and scented shrubs of the Mediterranean vegetation. The wonders of nature, sometimes simple, sometimes

complex, with the technology, which need not necessarily go against each other, but they can, harmoniously co-

exist and support each other. This is an independent villa, part of this complex which offers a lovely view over the

archipelago of La Maddalena.

Layout
Five steps lead up to the main entrance of the Villa, composed of several rooms: a kitchen with
modern equipment, a studio with sofa bed and private bathroom, a living room with a 140 sqm
dining area. The pool is gently introduced from the outside into the interior and creates a feeling of
infinity, thanks to the floor and walls of glass that create a sense of continuity. The master bedroom
(Orange Room), with a queen size bed, has a wardrobe, plasma TV, safe, bathroom with shower
and tub. There are two other bedrooms (Blue Room and Pink Room) with a queen size bed and en
suite bathrooms and a guest house with a bedroom and ensuite bathroom, plus another bedroom
with private bathroom. All rooms overlook the garden and enjoy a splendid view. In addition, an
equipped barbecue area, gym, laundry area and a terrace overlooking the sea are available.

Location
Closest Airport: Olbia

Distance to Airport: 35 minutes by car

Distance from port: 10 minutes by car

Distance to Town: 10 minutes by car

Distance to beach: 5 minutes by car

Distance to golf course: 10 minutes by car

Facilities
Parking spaces 4

TV

Jacuzzi

Cinema

Pool 400 sqm

DVD

WiFi

Garden 5000 m

Handicap Facilities

Safe-boxes

Gym

Daily Cleaning

Aircondition
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